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The Jewish people have thrived for more than four thousand years under both good and

unthinkable circumstances. In Breaking The Jewish Code, Perry Stone helps readers unlock the

amazing secrets to this success. Anyone can apply these time-honored principles in their life to

create wealth, live in health, build faith, raise successful children, and pass on generational

blessings! Topics include:   Understanding the Hebrew Covenant with God and why it works  The

feasts, Sabbaths and celebrations: why success is also about family and having fun  The

significance in the names you give your children o The spiritual principles of wealth and prosperity 

How to leave a legacy and pass on the blessing to future generations  And much more!
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Perry Stone unlocks twelve Jewish Torah mysteries in his book "Breaking the Jewish Code. I found

fresh insight and hands-on help in understanding God's divine revelation to the Jewish people. The

book is filled with instruction for practical daily living with keys to wealth, health, creative ability,

raising children, and celebrating life cycles.I found the chapters on the Mezuzah "door posts" and

the significance of the names we give our children especially interesting and meaningful.Stone has

spent over 20 years in research of the Jewish language, history, and culture and made over 30 trips

to the holy land. This dedication and calling are apparent in his writing. Stone is scholarly and

profound in his presentation of content and concept, yet writes in a style and format easily

understandable by clergy and layperson alike. The charts, lists, and illustrations add to the

enjoyment and understanding of the text.Stone is a gifted communicator. "Breaking the Jewish



Code" reveals hidden truths that have been passed down from generations of Jewish tradition. This

is an excellent study of the Hebrew Covenant with God, spiritual principles, the Feasts, Sabbaths,

and annual celebrations.Perry Stone writes to help the church understand the Jew, and the Jews to

understand that true Christians love Israel and the Jewish people.

Breaking the Jewish Code is a fantastic read that will help you understand biblical Jewish law and

tradition revealing wonderful blessings by receiving a deeper understanding of your covenant in the

Lord Jesus Christ.This book is chocked full of wisdom inspired by the Holy Spirit. If you desire to go

deeper in your relationship with the Lord or desire to live a full and prosperous life, Breaking the

Jewish Code is a must read for you.

This is a very interesting book. It has opened my eyes to anumber of things I will change in my life.

The information about the "Feasts" of the Jewish people is wonderful and the how it affects our lives

today. I would recommend it to anywone interested in increasing their knowledge of the bible.

Breaking the Jewish Code: 12 Secrets that Will Transform Your Life, Family, Health, and Finances

While it didn't go into the detail I would like to have seen, it does cover the priciples well enough to

give you the understanding of how to put them into action in your life. Perry has unusual insight into

ancient Jewish culture, traditions, and covenants, that are prophetically relevant today.

I have long suspected that the Jewish people had secrets that the rest of us good people were not

privy to. This book was very helpful in explaining topics in a simple way. Revelation comes when the

heart accepts what the mind has taken in. These truths are something that I can meditate on and

perhaps make a part of my life.

I am so blessed by learning the information about the jewish culture in the old testament and how

they tie into what God intended new testament christians to do as well, I thank God for providing the

insight and making it available. Thank you Perry Stone for your diligience and obedience.

It has been a tough read. Not what I expected but still a few points to take from reading (as in

knowledge). More historical information than I intended over practical application that was

anticipated. Good for someone wanting more of an educational study. Thought it would be more

along the lines of "the Moses Code" but totally different. But not a bad book, just not the read I



intended.

This is a very good book for understanding why the Jews are so blessed. We as Christians should

learn more about our Jewish roots and apply the principles in our lives. Perry Stone has done an

excellent job on explaining a lot of these things in this book.
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